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OLOV Grade 5/6 classroom 

-One stop for all your monthly news- 
December 1, 2019 

 

  December Newsletter 

 

Contact Info (Email): christine.santin@ecsd.net  

Upcoming Events: 

December 1st - First Sunday of Advent 

December 12 - Christmas Concert 6:30pm 

December 13-14 - Volleyball Tournament at H.E.B Junior High 

December 19 - Full Day 

December 20 - Half Day 

December 21-January 5 - Christmas Break 

January 6 - Back to School 
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Thank you to all the parents who took time out of their busy schedules to come 

to Parent Teacher Interviews last week.  It was really nice to meet with you all 

and I feel a stronger home-school connection which will benefit your child’s 

learning.  December is going to be a busy month of singing and practicing for 

the Christmas Concert and will be dedicated to preparing our hearts for 

Christmas as well. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This month our focus has been on independent reading, using reading codes 

and responding to what we read.  We have started our Words Their Way 

Individualized word work activities and are continuing with our class novel “The 

Wild Robot.” 

KLO: Uses comprehension strategies to prompt connections and manage 

ideas. 

KLO:  Use phonics and structural analysis. 

 

 

The grade 5 students will be working on double digit multiplication as well as 

long division; practice will be required at home. All  students should continue to 

work on mastering their basic facts at home (addition,  subtraction, 

multiplication and division).  
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Gr. 5 KLO: Models and solves multiplication problems (2-digit by 2-digit).  

Gr. 5 KLO: Models and solves division problems (3-digit by 1-digit).  

Grade 6 students will continue to work on developing number sense and will be 

learning about the order of operations.  Integers are also introduced and 

students will learn how to order and compare these numbers. 

 

Gr.6 KLO: Explains and applies the order of operations. 

Gr. 6 KLO: Demonstrates an understanding of integers with manipulatives, 

pictures and symbols 

 

The grade 5s will be continuing to explore the regions of Canada. We will be 

looking at each region and students will be picking one to do a presentation on.  

Gr. 5  KLO: Explores and compares the regions of Canada (eg. landforms, 

bodies of water, natural resources, etc).    

Gr.5 KLO: Creates visual images for specific audiences and purposes.   

The grade 6s are learning all about the importance of the Canadian Charter of 

Rights and Freedoms.  They are currently working on a digital project where they 

have to identify examples which demonstrate all of the specific rights and 

freedoms we have as Canadians. 

 

Gr. 6 KLO: Explains how the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms protects 

the individual rights and freedoms of all Canadians 
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Gr. 6 KLO: Explains how the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms protects 

collective rights in Canada 

 

Students this month are learning about Electricity and Magnetism as well as Air 

and Aerodynamics. This unit requires lots of hands on learning. Hands on 

learning with circuits and creating items/models for flight involves a level of 

safety that needs to be demonstrated through maturity and understanding. 

Students are not only required to learn and describe their learning but they are 

required to demonstrate their learning in order to fulfill their outcomes.  

KLO: Distinguish electrical conductors—materials that allow electricity to flow 

through them— from insulators—materials that do not allow electricity to flow 

through them. 

KLO:Describe and demonstrate instances in which air movement across a 

surface results in lift— Bernoulli’s principle. 

 Advent’s Dawning Light 

 

We will be learning about the importance of Isaiah and his message of hope for 

the people. Students will reflect on how they can prepare their hearts for the 

coming of Jesus.  They will be challenged to explain how they will make an 

effort to say yes to Him. 
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KLO: Explains how the covenant relationship with God is restored. 

KLO: Explains and represents the symbols and rituals of Advent and the role of 

key biblical women as hope-filled people. 
 


